
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Indicates whether item _______________________________ or request
cancelled.
1.

(find/and/deliver)
has been found and delivered

Should any of the players pass on the stick with the right hand, they must
pay a forfeit, but of course they must not be told what mistake they have
made until the stick __________________ right round the circle.

2.

(pass)has been passed

Primitive Greece ___________________ in the Homeric poems.3. (study)has been studied

Printer's inconsistencies in spelling and punctuation
_____________________.
4.

(retain)have been retained

The statement ________________ often enough, but I should like to
repeat it here from my own experience, that the most numerous and best
impulses which urge the author to artistic development come from his
childhood.

5.

(make)

has been made

It will be time enough to think of curing the malady after it
__________________; for to catch it is the very thing for which you seek that
dream-land of the painters' village.

6.

(catch)
has been caught

All these questions furnish material for books; but the books
____________________ and the questions are constantly reappearing.
7.

(write)
have been written

From the little stage library, still extant, the following plays
_____________________ as fair examples of the work of these children of
sixteen and seventeen.

8.

(select)
have been selected

It is a favorable example, because the ambition of the negro
_________________ there by influence outside of the schools.
9.

(aid)has been aided

We can further understand how it is that domestic races of animals and
cultivated races of plants often exhibit an abnormal character, as compared
with natural species; for they _____________________ not for their own
benefit, but for that of man.

10.

(modify)
have been modified
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Its truthfulness ______________________ by modern authorities.11.
(reaffirm)

has been reaffirmed

In the space of two centuries, the gifts of nature were improved by the
agriculture, the manufactures, and the commerce, of an industrious people;
and the effects of their diligence ______________________ by the idleness
of their fancy.

12.

(magnify)
have been magnified

Other influences have retarded his elevation and the development of
proper character, and most important means ______________________.
13.

(neglect)
have been neglected

The presence or absence of a hyphen _____________________.14.
(not/note)

has not been noted

Sexual selection ___________________ at great length in this work; for,
as I have attempted to show, it has played an important part in the history of
the organic world.

15.

(treat)

has been treated

Since then it ____________________ that a ghost was seen there one
bitter Christmas eve, two or three years back.
16.

(report)
has been reported

The inconveniences of their number have been distressing to the last
degree, though, as yet, they _____________________ in work which could
be done in the lump.

17.

(employ)
have been employed

Nature ___________________ up; it has been idealized.18. (cover)has been covered

By every writer he _____________________ for so flagrant a breach of
hospitality and justice.
19.

(condemn)
has been condemned

We ___________________ this before, but now I really think we shall
never try to be benevolent to the poor and needy again.
20.

(advise)
've been advised
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